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From ground based or spae astronomial pratial experiene it is known that astrometryas well as astronomy entire an be divided, depending on the range of eletromagneti spetrumwhere the objets are deteted, into the next seven astronomial or astrometrial subsetions.They are as follows:Gamma-ray Astrometry (� � 1:2 � 10�6 � 0:12�A)X-ray Astrometry (� � 10�5 � 10�2 mkm)Ultraviolet Astrometry (� � 0:01� 0.4mkm)Visual optial Astrometry (� � 0:4� 0.7 mkm)InfraRed Astrometry (IR) (� � 0:7� 350 mkm)Submillimetre Astrometry (� � 350 mkm �1 mm)Radio Astrometry (� � 1 mm �30 m)Every of these diretions have its spei� feature onneted with the onrete astronomi orastrometri task, instrumentation (telesopes, sensors, and auxiliary instruments), methods ofobservations and subsequent proessing and, lastly, with speial methods of exluding of Earth'satmospheri inuenes from observations if they are ground-based.In aordane with these fators the auray of astrometrial observations in di�erent ele-tromagneti ranges is essentially di�erent. The ground based VLBI radio and spae optial(HIPPARCOS) observations have the highest auray at the level of mas and the Gamma-rayare soures loalization has the lowest auray at the level of some arminutes.Now International Celestial Referene System (ICRS) is ommon for two of the above men-tioned seven ranges: the Radio and Visual only. But in aordane with the XXII and XXIIIIAU GA resolution, the ICRS oordinate system has to be extended to the �ve eletromagnetiwavelengths ranges other then Radio and Visual optis, whih is now the most pressing astro-metri problem.There are two ways to solve this problem. First one is to get on the base of the new teh-nology a new more preise observations, as it was proposed in the new spae astrometrial andastronomial projets DIVA, GAIA, SIM, RADIOASTRON, ALMA, GHST and some others.75



But this way may be very long - ten or more years - before the new tehnology resolution of allthese projets will be realized.The other way is to use method of identi�ation. It is more short and fast and permits toextend ICRS from Radio and Visual optis to other �ve spetral divisions if these ones havethe objets whih have optial or radio ounterparts from preise astrometri atalogues thatpermits to loate these objets.Now there is a more prospetive situation to identify IR soures from atalogues IRAS PSC,DENIS and 2MASS with their optial ounterparts from HIPPARCOS or ACT and TYCHO2that permits to extend the ICRS to IR diapason.The �rst version of suh an extension has been arried out in Kiev (Kharin, Molotaj, 1999)on the base of CPIRSS (Hindsly and Harrington, 1994). Two level hierarhi IR referene o-ordinate system has been reated. It ontains two atalogues. One of them is the �rst levelIR referene atalogue that inludes only IR stars whih have their optial ounterparts fromHIPPARCOS and onsequently has to represent the ICRS oordinate system. But on our opin-ion the best representation an be evidently obtained if this �rst level IR referene atalogueinludes additionally the ICRF soures that an be observed in infrared as well.Beause a searh had been undertaken to �nd the radio soures that were observed in in-frared also. Firstly the identi�ation of the IRAS PSC stars with their radio ounterparts fromISRF were arried out and 31 suh soures have been found. Besides the omparison of theNeugebauer list of 179 quasars observed by IRAS satellite in 1983 with the ICRF list (C. Ma,1998) of 608 andidates has been ful�lled and the extra 55 soures were found. Beause 79IR/Radio soures should be inluded to the �rst level IR referene atalogue, ompiled in Kiev(Kharin, 2000). Suh an addition permits to establish diret onnetion between the infraredand ICRS oordinate systems.Aknowledgement. This work was supported by the grant 02.07/00017 of the State Founda-tion for Basi Researh of Ukraine.REFERENCES[1℄ Hindsly R. & Harrington R., 1994, AJ 107, 280-286.111.[2℄ Kharin A.S., Molotaj O.A., 1999, In M. So�el and N. Capitaine (eds) JOURNEES 1999 &IX Lorman Colloquium proeeding, Dresden-Paris, 55.[3℄ Kharin A.S., 2000, in N. Capitaine (ed) proeedings of the Conf. JOURNEES 2000, Paris,29-32.[4℄ Ma C. et al., 1998, AJ116, 516-546.
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